Abstract-The problems of taxonomy evaluation criteria comparison and corresponding benchmark creation are considered. The classes of Primitive Ideal Taxonomies (PITs), their WordNet and disrupted versions are proposed as the sets of benchmark taxonomies for the comparison of taxonomy evaluation methods. For WordNet PITs and their perturbations, the performances of the structure-based PageRank, FloorRank, and the corpusbased Information Content criteria are studied in Monte Carlo experiment. It is shown that the proposed approach can be used for the ranking of taxonomy evaluation criteria.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ontologies are increasingly used in various fields such as knowledge management, information extraction, and the semantic web. However, it is useful to know the quality of a particular ontology before deployment, especially in the case when there are numbers of similar ones. Ontology evaluation is the problem of assessing a given ontology from the point of view of a particular criterion of application, typically in order to determine which of several ontologies would better suit a particular purpose. An ontology contains both taxonomic and factual information. Taxonomic information includes information about concepts and their association usually organized into a hierarchical structure. This paper addresses the evaluation of such taxonomies.
Taxonomy evaluation is based on measures and methods to examine a set of criteria [1] . The approaches range spreads from simple golden-standard and structure to the more complicated corpus and task based [2] , [3] . Complex methodologies include different approaches as far as expert assessment. Golden-standard is more an approach to evaluation of taxonomy extraction methods because we need to choose a good taxonomy. Structure based approach tries to relate structural parameters of a taxonomy graph with some semantical criteria. Corpus based approach studies the cohesion to a domain represented in the vocabulary or document collection. Taskbased approach tries to model a taxonomy in the settings close to the real deployment. However, in this case it is not very clear what is evaluated -the taxonomy itself or how the embedded method of retrieval or classification works.
Each approach has its own advantages and drawbacks and there is a need for common evaluation of them. In this work, we will study the approaches to taxonomy evaluation, discuss their challenges and make an attempt to create a common benchmark for their evaluation.
The remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we present a survey of the state of the art in ontology evaluation according to the proposed classification. In Section III, the problem of taxonomy evaluation and the corresponding challenges are described. In Section IV, the proposed approach to taxonomy evaluation is given. In Section V, the proposed set of benchmarks and the general description of experiments are presented. In Section VI, the performance evaluation results are given. In Section VII, conclusions are drawn, recommendations proposed and further work highlighted.
II. STATE OF THE ART
Since the number of ontologies in the web increases there are plenty of taxonomy and ontology evaluation methods. Except simple syntax checking, existing ontology evaluation methods are based on the following approaches [2] , [3] : (i) golden-standard, (ii) structure-based, (iii) corpus-based, (iv) task-based, and (v) complex and expert based.
The golden-standard is the most straight-forward approach. In [4] , it is described how to measure the similarity between ontologies using overlap of relations. In [5] , a taxonomy from Wikipedia categories structure is derived showing that it can be used for such tasks as word similarity measurement, sense disambiguation etc.
Structure-based approaches assume computing various structure properties of the ontology such as relationship and attribute richness, number of nodes, connectivity, cohesion etc [6] . Studies [3] and [6] show that "best" ontologies intended for browsing are the most populated with a lot of links. There are studies dedicated to building hierarchies from the network of related notions. The fit between the hierarchy constructed from Wikipedia articles and its category structure is measured using structural approaches, e.g., PageRank, betweenness centrality etc. [7] , [8] .
The corpus-based approach supposes that there is some corpus against which one can evaluate such taxonomy properties as correctness, completeness etc. [9] . In [10] , it is proposed to map the set of terms from a corpus to the ontology. The authors raise an important issue of structural fit, i.e., a measure how the corpus clusters represent an ontology structure. A corpus for evaluation can be derived from Google query results [11] .
The task-based approach supposes that ontology is intended for some task and its performance for this task is evaluated.
The following two issues are usually addressed: how good is the given ontology for aiding information retrieval and how easy the needful information can be retrieved from the ontology. Study [2] addresses search task, [13] and [14] discuss classification potential of taxonomy. Ease of navigation inside taxonomy are addressed in [6] and [12] .
There are a lot of complex ontology evaluation measures that try to incorporate many aspects of ontology quality: AKTiveRank [15] , Ontometric [16] , OntoClean [17] , OntoQA [18] . AKTiveRank includes several measures of ontology evaluation, e.g., class match, density, betweenness etc. Ontometric is based on the notion of multilevel tree of characteristics with scores, which includes design qualities, cost, tools, language characteristics. OntoClean evaluates ontologies on the basis of correctness of the classes and their properties. OntoQA framework allows evaluating ontology design and usage.
III. THE GOALS OF STUDY
The great variety of taxonomy evaluation criteria together with the accompanying lack of the objective comparisons of their performances causes a definite uncertainty with the choice of an appropriate criterion in the problem of taxonomy evaluation. Thus, even an approximate ranking of taxonomy evaluation criteria with the specification of their potential areas of applicability is a very important task from both theoretical and practical points of view. This problem is naturally connected with the problem of forming the set of taxonomy benchmarks using which the comparisons of taxonomy evaluation criteria could be made.
At present, the main method of comparisons of a newly proposed taxonomy evaluation criterion is, in its essence, ad hoc application oriented: the performance evaluation is made on the basis of the data corpus and the related taxonomies used in a particular application. In this case, the obtained results can hardly be extended onto the other applications. Thus, the problem of creation of the set of taxonomy benchmarks suitable for the full range of taxonomy evaluation criteria is very important.
The main goals of our study are as follows: (i) to propose a low-complexity method aimed at ranking taxonomy evaluation criteria, (ii) to elaborate a set of taxonomy benchmarks, (iii) to study the performance of the proposed taxonomy evaluation ranking criterion over the set of taxonomy benchmarks.
IV. TAXONOMY EVALUATION METHODS

A. Preliminaries
In Section II, it is admitted that there exist a lot of taxonomy evaluation methods, and it is generally unclear which method to use since there is no definite order among them. In this study, our goal is not to propose yet another taxonomy evaluation method to the existing list of methods, but to find an approach to their general ranking.
Any conceivable ranking of a given set of taxonomy evaluation methods is a function of a chosen collection of taxonomy benchmarks, hence the problems of taxonomy ranking and of the creation of taxonomy benchmarks are interdependent. The golden-standard approach for taxonomy ranking seems to be quite a natural choice [4] , [5] , since it is based on the expert work in a particular area of application. Unfortunately, expert work is at the same time very valuable and very expensive, and thus the creation of a golden-standard set of taxonomies is not always viable. However, we can try to find simpler general analogs of golden-standard taxonomies suitable for wide spectra of applications.
B. Primitive Ideal Taxonomies (PITs)
In this paper, we propose to use the "primitive ideal taxonomies" (PITs) which are nothing but trivial trees either of a dichotomy type, or of a trichotomy type, or of a more complicated structure, as simple aforementioned analogs of golden-standard taxonomies.
The essential advantage of PITs is that all their nodes have obvious (ideal) ranks (not necessarily different), and this fact can be used for constructing a taxonomy ranking measure. Since the application of practically all known taxonomy evaluation criteria involve computation of taxonomy node ranks, we can compare the ideal PIT ranks and the actual PIT ranks obtained by the application of a chosen taxonomy evaluation criterion.
The natural measure of this comparison can be given by the correlation between the ranks, namely, by the Spearman rank correlation coefficient r S . We may expect that for reasonable taxonomy evaluation criteria the r S correlations will be close to unit.
C. Monte Carlo Approach to Semantic Studies
Next, we enlist several other convenient features of the PIT model: its structure can be easily adapted to real-life taxonomies by choosing the proper values of the taxonomy depth, of the minimum, maximum and average number of children for a node, of the distance of a node from the taxonomy root, etc. All those taxonomy parameters can be estimated from the real-life taxonomies and used to model randomized PITs. Thus, the Monte Carlo method widely used in statistics can be naturally extended onto the study of taxonomy evaluation criteria performance.
D. Taxonomy Evaluation Criteria for Comparative Study
In our study, we restrict ourselves to structure and corpus based criteria
• The structure based PageRank criterion being a link analysis algorithm, named after Larry Page [7] , used by the Google Internet search engine that assigns a numerical weighting to each element of a hyperlinked set of documents node v j , and N is the total number of nodes; d is a damping factor. Various studies have tested different damping factors, but it is generally assumed that the damping factor should be set around 0.85 [7] .
• The structure based FloorRank -ranking by "floors": the "floor" is a set of nodes with the same distance from the taxonomy root; the numbers of the floors at which a node is located are assigned to it. It is computed by the breadth-first search (BFS) [19] . The FloorRank is an average floor number for a given node
• The corpus based Information Content (IC) criterion [20] defined as
where p i is the probability of node v i . Generally, the values of IC are taken from special IC-corpuses. In the case of PITs, initially all the leaves are equiprobable: the leaf probability = 1/(leaf count) -unit divided by the total number of leaves; the node probability = (node child probability) -the sum of all the node children probabilities for a given node.
V. TAXONOMY EVALUATION BENCHMARKS
A. Preliminaries
In this section, in order to form a set of taxonomy benchmarks, we develop the proposed concept of Primitive Ideal Taxonomies. Initially, PITs are quite regular taxonomies with a simple and clear structure, generally, being very far from real-life taxonomies. Therefore, our main goal is to transform their structure making them closer to real targets of taxonomy. This can be achieved by many ways, say, we may transform them either in a deterministic or in a random way changing taxonomy parameters, allowing undesirable connections, inserting extra nodes with cycles, increasing the perturbations scale, etc.
Next, we may imagine the following taxonomy scale: on its left-hand side, we locate regular PITs of minimum entropy, on its right-hand side, we put fully chaotic and thus senseless taxonomies of maximum entropy, and we may reserve the middle zone for real-life taxonomies as in Fig. 1 with circle sizes proportional to node Information Contents.
Applying different taxonomy evaluation criteria to such a range of taxonomies, we may expect different sensitivity of those criteria, firstly, to qualitatively different taxonomy perturbations, and, secondly, to quantitatively different perturbation scales of the same type. These general considerations are basic for our further studies. In what follows, we use only a few possibilities within the proposed scheme.
B. Using WordNet as Golden-Standard
To make PITs closer to real-life taxonomies, we set their parameters similar to the average parameters of taxonomies generated by the WordNet [21] .
The direct way of generating "real" PITs is to use the WordNet sub-taxonomies parameters in the corresponding algorithms. As a result of the statistical analysis of WordNet sub-taxonomies, the following taxonomy parameter estimates were obtained: the median taxonomy depth is equal to 7; the number of node children is distributed according to the heavytailed Pareto law with the numbers from 2 to 5. We used these results to generate random PITs, so now we call them as WordNet PITs.
The next step in creation of a set of taxonomy benchmarks is to perturb the WordNet PITs changing their "ideal" structures. Here, we use the two types of changes, "in-floor" and "interfloor" perturbations.
In our experiment, we set the maximal taxonomy depth (the number of floors) equal to 7: this choice provides the triangleshape structure of taxonomies with increasing numbers of leafs as in PITs. However, real WordNet sub-taxonomies may not necessarily have this shape; the analysis of the other types of taxonomy shapes deserves a separate study.
Next, we specify the aforementioned types of perturbations with the fraction of perturbed nodes set to 50%:
• the "in-floor" (horizontal) perturbations: inserting the additional connections (edges) between the nodes lying at the same distance from a taxonomy root (at the same floor) with the random choice of the perturbed floors and nodes;
• the "inter-floor" (vertical) perturbations: inserting the additional connections (edges) between the nodes lying at the same taxonomy "branch" (a taxonomy "branch" is a sequence of nodes from the root to a leaf) with the random choice of the perturbed branches and nodes.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Description of Monte Carlo Experiment
In our research, we use five different types of test taxonomies of depth 7: the initial WordNet PIT and the following four perturbed versions:
• Perturbation 1 -the horizontal perturbation of 50% of nodes up to the 50% of floors (down to 4th floor counting from the root) (HP/50/4); • Perturbation 2 -the horizontal perturbation of 50% of nodes on all floors (HP/50/7); • Perturbation 3 -the vertical perturbation of 50% of nodes up to the 50% of floors (V P/50/4); • Perturbation 4 -the vertical perturbation of 50% of nodes on all floors (V P/50/7). All those taxonomy benchmarks are obtained by Monte Carlo method with the parameters estimated from the WordNet statistics: in our study, we use the data of 100 random trials for each taxonomy type.
B. Comparative Study of Taxonomy Evaluation Criteria
For the comparative study of taxonomy evaluation criteria, we take the structure-based FloorRank and PageRank, and the corpus-based Information-Content method.
First, we compute the rank correlations between the ideal ranks of the initial WordNet PIT and the ranks of all its perturbations obtained by the aforementioned criteria. These Monte Carlo results are exhibited in Tables I-III . Second, we compute the pair-wise correlations between the ranks obtained by the chosen criteria for all the nine types of WordNet PITs. Those results are displayed in Tables IV-VI. To analyze the obtained data, the following sample statistics of the Spearman rank correlation are computed: the mean Ave, the lower quartile LQ, the median M ed, the upper quartile U Q, and the standard deviation S.
In general, the data represented in Tables I-VI show that the obtained correlations are grouping rather tightly -their standard errors can be roughly estimated by dividing their sample standard deviations by √ 100 (for 100 trials), so that the standard errors are approximately of order 10 −3 .
C. Analysis of Experimental Results
The obtained rank correlations exhibited in Tables I-III can  be considered from the two complementary points of view:   TABLE II  PAGERANK • For a given criterion, the obtained rank correlation yields the measure of disorder of the perturbed WordNet PITs -the smaller correlations, the greater disorder (entropy).
• For a given perturbed WordNet PIT, the values of the rank correlation reflect the individual sensitivity of criteria to the particular type of perturbations.
The significantly high values of observed correlations show that, in general, the proposed perturbations are rather slight producing the taxonomies being far from chaotic ones.
From Tables I-III , it follows that PageRank is the most sensitive measure to perturbations as the rank of a node highly depends on the number of incoming and outgoing links. PageRank reacts more on horizontal perturbations than on vertical ones. The former are more destructive in the sense of taxonomic structure since they represent the relations between the notions of the same level of abstraction but of different topics. FloorRank also is highly reactive to taxonomy perturbations behaving very similar to PageRank. Information Content (IC) ranking is practically invariant to perturbations. This can be explained by the nature of IC: the changes in a taxonomy structure redistribute IC between the nodes so that the dispersion of its values stays approximately the same with the growth of node number.
Since all the perturbations we consider are structural, it is not surprising that a semantic measure such as IC performs worse than structural measures (PageRank and FloorRank). The surprising outcome reported here is that in fact IC fails to catch such semantic errors as are induced by drastic structural perturbations.
The data exhibited in Tables IV-VI confirm the aforementioned results: over the wide scale of WordNet PITs and their perturbations, the PageRank and FloorRank criteria are very close to each other in performance at the same time being far from the Information Content method. In general, the pairwise correlations between taxonomy evaluation criteria may give a good basis for their well-grounded multivariate ranking with various further applications.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the problems of the comparison of taxonomy evaluation criteria and of the creation of benchmark taxonomies are studied.
The class of Primitive Ideal Taxonomies, their WordNet and perturbed versions are proposed as taxonomy benchmarks for the comparison of taxonomy evaluation methods.
For WordNet PITs and their perturbations, the comparative performances of the structure-based PageRank and FloorRank criteria as well as the corpus-based Information Content criterion are studied in Monte Carlo experiment.
It is shown that the proposed rank correlation approach can be used for the ranking of taxonomy evaluation criteria specifying the individual criterion behavior.
Further work is associated with developing new classes of task-based benchmark taxonomies and a set of taskbased benchmarks; extracting real taxonomies for benchmarks; developing approaches to multivariate ranking of taxonomy evaluation criteria.
